
The embossed art is to be made the same size as the actual art itself.  No trapping is needed.  Outline all fonts or submit 
fonts with art. Submit both AI and Pdf files. Bitmap files have to be saved in high resolution (at least 300 dpi).  Vector files 

preferred. Separate Emboss art elements onto separate layer if possible. If not, please clearly define with annotations. 

NOTE: The print-to-emboss/foil stamp registration has a +/- 1/64” tolerance. Some features may end up looking less than desirable if they do not 
account for this potential tolerance.  

The foil art is to be made the same size as the actual art itself.  No trapping is needed.  Labeltronix will do the trapping.  Outline all 
fonts or submit fonts with art. Submit both AI and Pdf files. Bitmap files have to be saved in high resolution (at least 300 dpi).  Vector files 

preferred.

Artwork Requirement:
• The thinnest area of positive text art needs to be 0.006”  to fit the minimum requirement of hot stamp engraving to avoid disappearing. 
• The thinnest area of reversed art or text needs to be 0.01” to fit the minimum requirement of hot stamp engraving to avoid clogging up. 
• The space between art elements needs to be 0.03125” to avoid undesired result such as filling in or touching other elements.
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Final Emboss Art Example:

Purple Iris
Purple Iris

EMBOSS DIE

Purple Iris

2004
Chardonnay

Purple Iris
Purple Iris wine started it’s 
journey of making premium 
wine in California since 
2004. We use the finest 
grapes from Santa Barbara 
County and has been aged in 
French barrels. The taste is 
smooth and sophisticated. 
We take pride to present to 
you our fine wine selection.

Cellared and Bottled by:
Purple Iris Winery

Orange, CA
purpleiris.com

Government warning:  According to 
the surgeon general, women should 
not drink alcoholic beverages during 
pregnancy because of the risk of birth 
defects. 2. Consumption of alcoholic 
beverages impairs your ability to 
operate machinery, and may cause 
health problems.

Art Example:

Positive Text Art Example: Reversed Text Art Example:

Original Art:

Final Foil Art Example:

FOIL DIE

Purple Iris

2004
Chardonnay

Purple Iris

0.03125” min.

for space in between elements

0.01” min.

for thinnest reversed area
0.006” min.

for thinnest foil area

1/64” off Art Example:

0.03125” space
0.03125” space

0.03125” space
All gold outline are at least 0.006” thick

All reversed art has at least
0.01” thickness

0.03125” space

All gold outline are at least 0.006” thick


